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Abstract

A quaeiresonent mechanism of raesic nolecules formation,

in triple collisions of the type -£м + 2>
z
 + 2 ^ —*{.C^/*)^Z^

9
*\

is considered. It is shown that at small resonance defects and

big J*?"*"
1
^ mixture densities *f the rate of this process

\, /*¥2and it is comparable with the rate )<*"? of the mesic

nolecules resonant formation in the reactions of the type

• •b/* + T>z~+-l.(<H/*)^2
€^v • The observable manifestations of

the process considered and its role in the muon catalyzed fu-

sion in deuterium-tritium mixture are discussed.
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I. The process of the resonant formation of J"£*t meetс mo-

lecules in a loosely bound rotational-vibrational state J = ir=l /1/.

when the mesic molecules become a heavy "nucleus" (J"£*0 °^ *ne

excited mesic molecular complex \ХА'Ьм ) d 2 e j in the vibrational

state У is realized due to an extremely small energy ^-y-^- °*

/2/

this state £ =-O.634eV ' ' (taking into account the correc-

tions due to the At/* -finite size £ =-0f628ev-^. This procese

is particularly effective at small resonance defects £ o= Д^у ~1^*1

(see Pig, la), its rate A ^ f increasing linearly with
 D

2
+ T
2

 m i x
~

ture density <^ = ////V£ ( /v̂  =4.25 10 cm"-7 - the number of nuc-
•a » A 1

lei per 1 cnr of liquid hydrogen). The big rate ( )y > 10 e ) of

process (1) enables muon to catalyze about 100 fusions during its

lifetime ^ s 2.2 10"6 в
 / 4

"
б /
:

м- —» -Ьм — - eJ-̂ M *- He + Y\ •+/*•'

This fact allows to revisit the idea of muon catalysis practical

/7/
use as a source of nuclear energy and neutrons . In last years

these questions became a subject for a wide discussion '"*"' ̂

2. Process (1) is effective at £ > 0 and is suppressed at

£
о
< О, although this restriction is not so strong due to the rota-

JLr

tional excitations of the molecules D
o
 and £ (dt/*} A 2. e-~\j and

finiteness width of the resonances /10~12/, ir the present paper the

process of meaic molecules J.'i/t resonant formation in triple colli-

sions ( see Pig.1b)

is considered, which is effective at £ô c 0 -nd whose i-ate Xar~*f^

:.t So> 0 the kinetic energy £_ of the reacting mesic atom

T/W equal3 the resonance defect g = £e for the process (1) (see

Pig. la). In the case £ o< 0 the energy excess &E = £ - ^P"1" ̂ + ' ̂ °

violating the resonance condition ( £ being the energy of the

relative motion of D2 molecules in reaction (?.)) is carried nvay



by Dg molecule, bike process (1), this process ia particularly

effective at small (£*( .

In the present paper the process (2) rate A - r at £„<О ie

calculated and the possibilities of its experimental study are

discussed.

3. Consider a process of the type

-t^ + A+b —* M* + b' (3)

where A is a molecule including deuterium nucleus ( D
2
 or DT),

В is a molecule of any hydrogen isotopes, M* is a corresponding

mesic molecular complex [Cd"^<)ct 2e] or [ (J£/") "£ ̂ 6 J .

A complete consideration of a such many body problem is a heavy

task, hence we restrict ourselves by the estimation of the pro-

cesses (3) rates by an order of magnitude. In our approach all

the molecules are treated as point-like ones, in other words the

rotational transitions at collisions are neglected.

The wave functions •/£ and *K of the initial and final

states of process (3) are

Ч^С& (4)

I

%
where 2 and у are the ~c/4 atom coordinates with respect to

—>
molecule A, A and В noleculea center of nass, correspondingly, P

and Я r are the molecule В coordinates with respect to л and

A and -Ьм c m . ( i.e. complex M*, see Pig.2). ^unctions (4)

have been choosen. according to paper . The wave functions

^ ' ( X ) describe the relative motion of А ппй В ;/ith

momentum в, and complex K* and В with momentum e?'
 t
 correspon-

dingly. The relative motion of ~t/u atom and molecule A with mo-

mentum ? is described by the plane wave eppftP f j , function

ФС?) represents the Т/л atom motion inside conplex M*.

Tlie process (3) rate equals ("e= ti - 4)



where A^ and A/
g
 are numbers of A and В molecules per lcnr of the

mixture, f(pyUo) and -f (^) = (2т/л Tj^ey/j, {-<f/2/*T}

are Maxwell distribution functions on the energies <£„ =• P*/ZM O

£-^./fe*(of the relative Ту« and (A+B*, A and В motion, correspon-

dingly, with reduced masses^M, "^ +(*
п
А

+
**в) and^*~ =• И д + W g .

The energy of the relative M* and В motion in the final state equals

~ W~W^
 m =

 '^U
+
^

f
A *

 The transition

rator "y coincides with the one for reaction (1), which was writ-

ten in papers

4. To calculate A«
r
 we make use of the relations (see Pig.2)

and of the smallneas of both J^M neaic molecule size and the cha-

racteristic scale of A and В interaction potential XJ(R) as compa-

red to the de Brogle wavelength r^ p . After the integration

of <-f Ivf^OI'^over Д 1 expression (5) takes the form

where Л^ g
 =
z^

c<
^^'A 8 ^C^^V^)*-

8 t n e ra
'
fce o f r

«so»ant process
(1) at resonance defect' S

p
 - £/^f.-£ S i ' - C«-M*./)

VrC^-^^^Tr^e^l-yri ̂ ) (7)
with J)=i 5-Ю"8

 a.u.
 / 1 : L /

 ( for the reaction (1)), and

is the overlap integral of the wave functions V*i* and
 t
/

/
JT

/
 descri-

* syste fybing the motion of A+B and M*+B systems in the potential Vfysjfc €

at lTo^25OeVt ^ =0.85 a.u.

The main contribution to integral (6) comes from the energy

interval £ ~ I £. I a*. £» = £ - (« + lf.l)4c g+lf./vrhat enables

one to decompose tha integrand over £ p . Intergating over the



_»/directions of <L and Я, we obtain

where

and the turning point R
o
 is defined by the condition

Relations (9) and (10) are valid at T>> £ % ц ~ 2О°К, X
r
 being

proportional to T '
b
 at T » £o .

5. Temperature dependencies ^ ( ' ^ ' Д ) ^
о г
 process (2)

at different <£0 < 0 are shown in Pig.3. One can see that at small

resonance defects |£c/ the absolute rates of quasiresonant proees-

Л0 ^ ""1 V

... yy. zz. 10' s , i.e. at Kfnjl the values of A«,r are com-

parable with the rates Л ^ of resonant processes (1). Note, tftat re-

al rates \лу~ should be 3+5 times bigger than those presented, be-

cause the latter have been calculated without taking into account
/15/

the rotational transitions in molecules collisions .

The сазе £o •=• -0.012 eV corresponds to the most important

reaction channel where molecule d"£*s forris in the state v/ith to-

tal spin Sal from -Ьм atomic state with total spin 7=0 /2
»3»l6,17/

Since A*
r

n
' V process (2) can be a reason for the nonline-

ar *f dependencies observed in experiment '
1 8 /

#
 ( other explana-

tions of these nonlinear dependences see in papers ' * ' *.

One can see from (9)-(ll) that Aa.r grows exponentially with

diminishing AX and и
 f
 , whr t means that adding, of H

2
 molecules



into 32+T2 mixture will result in increasing of the observed rate

of mesie molecules ayU. formation.

Authors are grateful to Dra. L.N.Bogdanova, M.P.Faifman and

l.P.Sukhanov for the help, and Professors S.S.Gsrstein and

Yu.V.Petrov for the fruitful discussions.



Kg 16

Flg.1. The scheme of resonant (a) end quasireaonant (b)

molecules formation: | &
i4
J is the binding energy of mesic

molecule J~^M in Z-V =1 state, д£у is the diffe-

rence between the energries of J) molecule and

complex in vibrational state V , £o - A £>; ~ I
 £ « I is the

resonance defect, <£« £- and & are the energies

of relative motion of pairs ~Ь/< and D
2
, D

2
 and Ъ ,

IL correspondingly.

Pig.2. The reference frame for the description of quasiresonant

process (3).



iof

io6

= -0.005-

-0.0*0

soo TSO

Pig.3. The rates / « r (.*•, ' ) of quasiresonant mesic molecules

formation (2) at the different £ o normalized to the

liquid hydrogen density if =1.
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